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Don’t
Forget...
Daylight Saving Time
begins at 2:00 am on
Sunday, March 10.
Don’t forget to spring
your clock forward.
Win a $10 Credit

If your phone number appears in
(parentheses) in this newsletter, call
395.9687 within 30 days, and a $10 credit will
be applied to your next bill.

Contact Chariton Valley
201 N Main - Brookfield
1206 N Missouri St - Macon
1320 Highway 24 E, Ste K - Moberly
302 N Weber St - Salisbury
Mon - Fri 8 am - 7 pm, Sat 10 am - 5 pm
660.395.9000 | 800.769.8731 (out of area)

Email: customercare@cvalley.net
Visit Us Online: www.cvalley.net

Space-saving
Tips for
Smartphones
and Computers
These days, most smartphones and computers are equipped with
sizable capacities. Still, various activities over time contribute to
filling up their storage. If you find that your device’s storage is just
about full, there are some actions you can take to free up space.
• Remove apps – Apps can take up a lot of room on your device. If you have some apps you no longer use, why not uninstall them?
• Delete photos and videos – You probably have some photos
and videos saved to your computer or smartphone that can be
deleted. But if you want to preserve every digital memory, save
them to a cloud-based repository, such as Google Photos. You
can then remove the photos and videos from your device. This
is a huge space saver.
• Clean out the downloads folder – This tip is only applicable
for computers but is worth mentioning. By deleting downloads
you most likely will never need again, you will add considerable
storage to your computer.
• Add storage – You can add an external hard drive to a computer or a higher capacity SD card to an Android smartphone
for more storage. For iOS devices, there are expandable storage solutions available.
Following these tips will not only save space on your devices but
will keep them running faster. The small amount of time you devote
to maintaining your devices will allow the space necessary to save
items you really need or want to keep in the future.

Optimize
Your
Internet
Experience
Whether you enjoy browsing social media, shopping, reading blogs,
streaming video, online gaming or all of the above, the internet has
become a significant part of your daily life. That’s why it is frustrating
when experiencing the inconveniences of slow downloads, buffering,
pixelization and interruptions.

Don’t miss
a second
of the games!

You want an optimized user experience each and every time you are
online, but how do you achieve it?
First, take a realistic look at your consumption. Do you stream video every
night? Are your kids gaming online for hours? Substantial usage regularly
cuts into your internet speed, resulting in slower service.
Second, consider how many connected devices are being used in your
household and how many you anticipate adding. The more devices being
used the more fragmented your in-home network becomes, reducing
bandwidth. Simply put, the use of many devices makes it harder to
effectively transmit the signal throughout your home, which also results
in slower service. (660.258.9041)
Now, add in the times when you and your family are confined at home, like
during prohibiting weather conditions. The time spent on the internet is
compounded, further adding to your service’s insufficiency.

or watch them on
your mobile device:

So, if your speed tier doesn’t accommodate your usage, the
number of connected devices in your home and those times
when your household’s standard usage increases, an upgrade
is needed. Chariton Valley offers four cost-effective plans
to meet each user’s specific needs. Optimize your internet
experience by contacting us at 660-395-9000 today.
*Speeds not available in all areas. Contact us for complete details.

App

CONSTRUCTION ZONE

CORNER

Welcome to the “Construction Zone”, your destination
for updates on the progress of Chariton Valley
Fiber-to-the-Home construction projects.

Brookfield

Everyone knows when learning is fun
children are more receptive, which is
why they tend to absorb information
from TV programs, games, interactive
toys and the people around them.
As a result, parents are continuously
searching for new and exciting educational tools to add to the mix.

Zones 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 11 and 12 are complete and
customers are being installed. Construction is underway
in Zones 13, 16 and Zone F and requests for service are
being taken.

Marceline

Mainline construction is complete. Construction is
underway in Zones 0 & 8 and requests for service are
being taken.

Macon to Hannibal

Construction has passed Monroe City and is approaching
Hannibal.

Brunswick

Construction has begun and requests for service are
being taken.

Sign up for service at
cvfiber.cvalley.net

Educational apps,
for instance, are
being
adopted
by many parents
due to their entertaining delivery of
educational material. PBS Parents
PBS Parents
Play & Learn is
Play & Learn
one example of an
educational app. It allows parents and
their children to experience learning
together in various environments. This
app focuses on building children’s
reading and math proficiencies, while
presenting parents with helpful tips
along the way so their children get the
most out of each lesson. The app, free
for both iOS and Android devices, immerses parents in the process, making
it not only constructive but enjoyable
for children.
Besides PBS Parents Play & Learn,
there are numerous free educational
apps available. Why not try one? They
can foster a love of learning.

Your Complete
Communications Provider
Learn more at cvalley.net

Go Further...Go Faster...

GO FIBER!

660.395.9000
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BLOCK

UNWANTED
Robocalls
The automated, pre-recorded
calls you receive on your
landline phone and those with
a delayed response after your
initial greeting are referred to
as robocalls. Both are unwanted
and highly frustrating.
Robocalls can be legal or illegal
and consist of many diverse
types. Phone numbers are often
gathered from public forums,
like social media platforms,
or are randomly selected by a
computer to auto-dial.
With
advancements
in
technology, robocalls can be
made from anywhere around
the globe effortlessly and
cost-effectively, increasing the
frequency in which we receive
them. Additionally, even with
the use of caller ID service, it
is difficult to determine if a call
should be answered as many of
these calls use a caller ID with
your area code.
However, there is a solution.
Robocalls can be blocked by
simply opting-in to Chariton
Valley’s
Robocall
Blocking
Service. In short, this free service
follows the reputation data of
the caller’s number. Depending
upon this information, we
decide to either refuse the call
on your behalf or allow the call
to proceed as routine. If a call
is refused, the caller will hear a
brief rejection message. If you
have voicemail, the refused call
will then be transferred there.
To opt-in to our free Robocall
Blocking
Service,
contact
Chariton Valley at 660-395-9000.

Complete Peace of Mind....

COMPLETE VALUE
PROTECTION

Complete Value Protection (CV Protection) is a residential service that provides
customers with an enterprise carrier grade Wi-Fi router, called a Chariton Valley GigaCenter.
As part of CV Protection, customers have peace of mind if their Phone, Internet and/or Video
services stop working as expected. We will troubleshoot to repair any issues caused by wiring,
jacks or equipment supplied by Chariton Valley. New customers or customers who upgrade to
Elite, Premium or Champion are required to have a Chariton Valley GigaCenter.

WHAT DOES CV PROTECTION COVER?
• GigaCenter Wi-Fi router supplied by Chariton Valley
• Inside wiring and jacks that run Phone, Internet and/or Video
•	Repair and replacement of Phone and Internet equipment
supplied by Chariton Valley

CV
CV
CV
Protection Protection Plus Extender
6/mo

$

Covers protection for In-Home Wi-Fi
service with GigaCenter, plus phone
wire maintenance

10/mo

$

Covers protection for In-Home Wi-Fi
service with GigaCenter, plus
video and phone wire maintenance

4/mo

$

Provides double the benefit of either
CV Protection plan, by extending
the Wi-Fi coverage. Includes 1 CV
Extender device.

* Speeds not available in all areas. CV Protection required for Elite or higher speed tiers. Please contact a customer service representative for details. Customer must have
a CV Protection plan to utilize CV Extender Service.
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